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Abstract 

Source location is an important feature of acoustic emission (AE) damage monitoring in steel structures. 

The ability to accurately locate sources can assist in source characterisation and early warning of failure. 

This paper describe the development of  a novel AE source location technique termed “ Wavelet 

Transform analysis and Modal Location (WTML)” based on Lamb wave theory and time-frequency 

analysis that can be used for global monitoring of plate like steel structures. Source location was 

performed on a steel plate of 790 x 300 mm with nominal thickness of 5 mm under a planar location test 

setup using H-N sources. The accuracy of the new technique was compared with other AE source 

location methods such as the time of arrival (TOA) technique, triple point filtering and DeltaT location. 

The results of the study show that the WTML method produces more accurate location results compared 

with TOA and triple point filtering location methods. The accuracy of the WTML approach is 

comparable with the deltaT location method but requires no initial acoustic calibration of the structure. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In normal practice, after detection of a fatigue crack in a steel component during 

periodic non-destructive inspection of power plants, fracture mechanics methodologies 

are used to estimate the safe operational life of the steel component or structure. 

Furthermore, a life prediction study can be useful to determine component flaw 

inspection intervals along with critical flaw shape and sizes for safety acceptance 

criteria. Based upon this information, maintenance and replacement schedules can be 

drawn to ensure continued safe performance of the plant. In the recent economic 

environment, there is a strong and growing need for in-service inspection techniques 

which can reduce downtime for inspection and extend run time between inspection 

overhauls. Major economic advantages arise from remote monitoring or non invasive 

inspection techniques which provide a reliable global inspection procedure to detect 

and locate crack growth such as from thermal fatigue in nuclear piping systems.  

Remote monitoring can reduce maintenance periods and hence save costs. 

 

Fatigue crack growth emits acoustic energy and one of the advantages of acoustic 

emission (AE) testing is its ability to locate this kind of defect by using an array of 

sensors at a distance from the source. The cost saving of deploying an AE inspection 

method can be achieved by minimisation of the time to perform the follow up test due 

to the localisation of the damage source and the downtime associated with plant shut 

down. Further cost saving can be achieved if defects can be sized as well as located. 

 

This work aims to develop a new AE source location methodology using wavelet 

transform analysis (WT) and modal location theory, to compare the accuracy of the 

new proposed method with time of arrival (TOA), triple point (TP) filtering and DeltaT 
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methods and to seek the possibility of developing an AE crack length measurement 

procedure based on WTML method. 

 

 

2. Current  source location techniques; principal and limitations 

 

Source location is an important feature of AE structural integrity monitoring and 

accurate source location requires the application of a series of very important processes 

including; accurate detection and processing of AE signals, event detection and 

grouping of AE signals to form an accurate event record, extraction of critical timing 

features and assignment of their correct propagation velocity, and application of the 

appropriate location algorithm. Time of arrival (TOA) source location [1] is the most 

widely used location method and this is the basis used in most of the commercial AE 

software. However, other methods such as Waveform filtering methods [1] and DeltaT 

method [2] can also be used.  

 

The TOA method is based on the flight time from an AE event to detection at sensors 

within an array. In this method, the velocity of wave propagation in the medium is 

assumed to be constant and it is assumed that there is a direct path from source to 

sensor. By calculating the difference between two or more arrival times, the origin of 

the source can be identified. However, due to the noise from the environment, most of 

the available commercial AE systems use first threshold crossing for measuring this 

flight time of the AE signal instead of first hit arrival.  The time delay between the 

actual first hit arrival and first threshold crossing can produce errors in the TOA 

measurement which may lead to source location inaccuracy. 

 

“Table Look up” method and DeltaT (T) method works on the same principle as the 

TOA method utilising the time arrival of the signal at the sensor [2, 3]. Source location 

is derived from a user defined “map” for both methods, however, in the T method, 

source location is derived from the structure velocity profile rather than using a 

constant wave velocity. Structure velocity profile is used to incorporate variable wave 

speeds related to non-uniform geometry while table lookup method is used to save 

processing time. A map is constructed over the area of interest by analysis of the arrival 

time delay at pairs of sensors from particular source locations. The location of any 

previous, current or future AE data received from within the map area can be identified 

by comparing it with the „calibration‟ maps.  

 

DeltaT method has been shown to be more accurate than TOA because velocity and 

geometry errors are minimised. Effects from boundary reflections and mode 

conversions are also accounted for in T location algorithm. This method is found 

suitable for structural health monitoring of structures with non uniform geometry such 

as in aircraft landing gear [2].  

  

The main disadvantages of the T location methods are; the map should be constructed 

before the actual test for a specific location (i.e., the AE data from outside the map area 

cannot be analysed by this technique) and the analysis is only valid if the location of the 

sensor arrays does not change. Furthermore, since the arrival time for this location 

method is also determined by first threshold crossing, time of arrival error due to the 

delay between first hit arrival and first threshold crossing may also lead to source 

location inaccuracy. 
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3. Modal  location theory 

 

Conventional AE analysis techniques have mainly utilised simple signal parameters 

like amplitude, duration, counts and energy and the rate at which AE signals occurred. 

An alternative to this conventional technique exploits the dispersive nature of Lamb 

waves and is known as modal acoustic emission (MAE) [4, 5].  

 

According to MAE, for a fixed plate thickness, different frequency components of 

Lamb waves travel at different velocities. MAE source location techniques involve 

determination of the arrival time of significant symmetric (extensional) and asymmetric 

(flexural) wave components and computing the distance of the source to sensor by 

measuring their temporal separation [6, 7].   

 

Single sensor modal analysis location (SSMAL) works on the MAE theory. This 

method is based on the dispersive characteristic of Lamb waves that propagate in plate 

like structure. SSMAL utilises the time delay of the S0 and A0 mode of each waveform 

signal (time domain signal) and source location is determined by the velocity of these 

two modes and their temporal separation [6,8]. The distance of the source from sensor 

is determined through temporal separation between particular mode components. If the 

two basic components of lamb waves, S0 and A0, travel at different velocities CS0 and 

CA0, and the time lapse (Δt) between their arrival is measured, then the source to sensor 

distance (D) is given by [8]; 

 

D = Δt ( CS0CA0/ CS0-CA0)                            (Eq. 1) 

 

SSMAL is expected to produce better location results compared with TOA method 

since the timing error due to the arrival delay between first hit arrival and first threshold 

crossing is minimised. However, due to dispersion characteristic of Lamb wave, 

superposition of the A0 mode arrival with other higher order asymmetry components 

will lead to source location inaccuracy due to the temporal separation measurement 

error.   

 

MAE location method promises an accurate source location result if the temporal 

separation error due to the superposition of A0 mode from other wave components can 

be resolved. Temporal separation measurement error in SSMAL can be improved by 

deploying time-frequency analysis which can discriminate the content of AE signal 

instead of depending on time domain waveform analysis for temporal separation 

measurement. 

 

The availability of an additional representation, in term of time frequency analysis of 

acoustic wave propagating in the dispersive media, by using wavelet transforms (WT) 

analysis [9] enables the discrimination of various frequency ranges of AE signals 

which, when used in conjunction with modal analysis, can improve location accuracy. 

 

 

4. Wavelet transform analysis 
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WT is a mathematical tool for analysing non stationary signals, such as transient AE 

waves, based on time-frequency analysis. The wavelet itself is a very short, time based 

signal, usually an oscillating signal with one or several cycles [10]. This wavelet is used 

as a basis for decomposition of the waveform into multiple component parts called 

coefficients, based on location and scale. WT provides two dimensional coefficients, 

frequency and time. The wavelet coefficient represents the correlation percentage of 

that particular wavelet to the waveform and its value gives a third dimension of the 

data, an amplitude or strength associated with them [11]. 
 

With the wavelet approach, the frequency content and the time (position) of the 

waveform signal can be viewed. WT can be deployed for more accurate source location 

and can improve SSMAL by providing more accurate temporal separation 

measurements and hence crack length measurement can be made. 

 

  

5. Wavelet Transform Analysis and Modal Location (WTML) method 

 

In this study, it is proposed that WT analysis assisted by a modified dispersion curve 

and modal location theory can be used to achieve a more accurate AE source location. 

WT assisted by a modified dispersion curve is used to distinguish the arrival A0 from 

the arrival of other components and noise signals and therefore improves the temporal 

measurement error of SSMAL method.  

 

This novel approach is called the Wavelet Transform analysis and Modal Location 

(WTML) method and utilises the wavelet coefficient plot against time from a WT 

analysis for accurate measures of the temporal separation between A0 and S0 modes. In 

WTML method, temporal separation is measured from first minimum value of wavelet 

coefficient of those wavemode components rather than using peak values as used by 

other researcher [12,13]. It is expected that this temporal separation measurement 

approach will give more accurate results since the first minimum wavelet coefficient 

represents the actual first arrival wavemode component whereas the maximum 

coefficient represent the peak to peak temporal separation. This temporal separation 

measurement is then utilised in the SSMAL calculation (Eq. 1) and it is expected that 

WTML approach will produce more accurate source to sensor location results 

compared with other location methods. Furthermore, WTML method utilises a 

modified dispersion curve to validate the location calculation accuracy. 

 

The WTML method developed and used in this study involves four main steps; 

Waveform acquisition and processing, source to sensors distance calculation, 

verification of source to sensor distance measurement and location of events.  

 

1. Waveform acquisition and processing 

The AE waveform from an acoustic source is acquired. This waveform is then 

transformed into a wavelet. This transform enables the wavelet of the waveform and the 

plot of wavelet coefficient strength against time to be visualised  

 

2. Source to sensors distance calculation.  

In principle, the SSMAL equation (Eq. 1) is used to calculate the source to sensor 

distance. However, in WTML approach, temporal separation is determined using WT 

analysis instead of using the time domain waveform signal analysis.  
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The following are the steps for source to sensors distance calculation. 

 Calculate theoretical dispersion curve (velocity against frequency) for material 

under investigation. The theoretical velocity of fundamental symmetry (cS0) and 

asymmetry (cA0) modes from this dispersion curve needs to be determined. 

 Measure the temporal separation between S0 and A0 component from wavelet 

coefficient plot for every sensor. 

 Calculate source to sensor distance using SSMAL.   

 

 

3. Verification of source to sensor measurement  

This verification is performed by calculating a new dispersion curve, frequency against 

time, for material under test using the calculated source to sensor distance from the 

steps described above. This modified dispersion curve is then overlaid onto the 

transformed wavelet from step 1. The position (time) of S0 and A0 modes is then 

evaluated against the wavelet, wavelet coefficient plot and waveform plot.  

 

4. Location of events.  

The circle intersection technique has been used for determining the source location.   

For verified source to sensor location from the previous step, a circle is plotted around 

every sensor and the verified source to sensor distance is the radius of these circles. The 

intersection of every circle is used as the source location. 

 

 

6. Experimental Setup and Validation Procedure  

 

MISTRAS WD sensors (working frequency range of 100-1000 kHz) were used 

throughout this work. The sensors were mounted on a steel plate and held in position 

with magnetic clamps. The plate was manufactured from mild steel with dimension of 5 

mm thick, 790 mm long and 300mm width. Two sharp notches with length of 50 mm 

were introduced onto both edges of the specimen as shown in Figure 1 to represent the 

edge of a crack. Four sensors were mounted onto the plate surface. A four channel 

MISTRAS AEwin DiSP data acquisition system was used for AE waveform 

acquisition. Detected events were pre-amplified by a 40 dB preamplifier. The acquired 

waveforms were stored on the computer for further analysis. 
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Figure 1. Location of sensors and grid arrangement on the plate surface  

 

For DeltaT location, an area of 80mm by 300mm was selected on the plate surface.  A 

grid density of 20mm was constructed around the notches, creating 82 nodes. Five Hsu-

Nielson (H-N) sources were conducted on each node. Figure 1 shows the location of the 

sensors, notch location and the grid arrangement for the DeltaT location. H-N data on 

every node and notch was processed using the deltaT software developed by Baxter [2] 

for DeltaT mapping. To assess the performance of the described technique, H-N 

sources were conducted on each notch.  

 

 

7. Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 2 shows a typical result of wavelet transform of a detected waveform from H-N 

source at the notch tip processed by Vallen wave importer and wavelet transform 

software [14]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Typical Wavelet transforms analysis result 

 

Figure 2a) shows a typical transient AE waveform signal produced by H-N sources.  It 

is clearly shown in this figure that the first detected signal is the low amplitude S0 

component followed by high amplitude A0 component that propagates at a slower 

velocity than the S0 component. The arrival of faster S0 component can be easily 

determined from this waveform; however the arrival of A0 component is overlapped 

with other low amplitude signal components which appear between the S0 and A0 

modes.  
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Figure 2b) shows the wavelet of the waveform signal. The vertical axis shows the 

frequency content (in kHz) of the signal while the horizontal axis represent the time of 

the signal (in seconds).  The colour contour represents the strength of the signal.  

 

Figure 2c) shows a wavelet coefficient plot against time for the transformed wavelet 

from the above waveform. It is clearly shown in this figure that the A1 component can 

be easily distinguished from A0 by wavelet frequency-time analysis approach. 

Therefore, the accurate arrival of A0 component can be accurately determined and the 

temporal separation error due to superposition of A0 mode with other waveform 

component (which is A1 mode in this case) can be removed. 

 

Figure 2d) shows how the modified dispersion curve, which is calculated based on the 

WTML, is overlaid on the wavelet signal. It is clearly shown that the modified 

dispersion curve of S0 and A0 modes based on this calculation is perfectly matched with 

wavelet transform analysis result. This result suggests that accurate location is obtained 

using WTML method by improving coefficient temporal separation measurement. 

Temporal measurement error in SSMAL is highly improved by WT location 

methodology.  

 

Figure 3 shows the typical location of AE event from H-N source analysed by the 

WTML method showing the calculated radius of source to sensor distance based on Eq. 

1 
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Figure 3. Typical WTML location result shown by circle intersection at upper notch tip 

 

Four circles represent the distance of H-N source from channel 1, 2, 3 and 4 calculated 

by WTML methodology. The WTML source location result is achieved by using the 

circle intersection of these four circles. It is clearly shown that all circles intersect at 

almost a single point suggesting that, source to sensor distance using this new location 

method is very accurate.  

 

Figure 4 shows the typical location of AE events from H-N sources analysed by TOA 

and triple point filtering under planar location setup, deltaT and WTML methods. 
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Figure 4. H-N source at notch tip located by TOA, TP Filtering, DeltaT and WTML 

methods 

 

Figure 5 presents a close up of the notch area and clearly shows that the TOA location 

result produces relatively the biggest location error compared with the other location 

methods. The possible sources of error in TOA source location are; premature 

triggering, inaccurate arrival time measurement or dispersion of flexural mode 

component as suggested by Holford [4]. The root mean square errors of location 

determined by different location methods and their standard deviation are shown in 

Table 1. 
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Figure 5. Close-up of H-N source location result in Figure 4 
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Table 1 RMS of location error calculated using TOA, TP filtering, DeltaT and WTML 

and their standard deviation  

 

  

 

Source location error (mm) 

Sensors 

Actual 

distance 

(mm) 

 

TOA 

 

TP Filtering 

 

DeltaT 

 

WTML 

    RMS STD RMS STD RMS STD RMS STD 

1 248.58 5.25 1.23 2.34 1.59 2.17 2.10 0.56 0.04 

2 245.20 5.06 0.95 1.16 1.29 2.20 2.29 0.66 0.05 

3 320.99 22.79 2.08 8.56 2.81 2.84 0.46 0.12 0.05 

4 322.68 24.00 1.85 7.44 2.10 3.52 3.58 1.07 0.08 

 

 

It is clearly shown that the TP filtering yields more accurate source location compared 

with TOA source location method. The reason for the improved source location result 

achieved by triple point filtering method is because the three fastest components (S0, A0 

and A1) trigger the system detection threshold simultaneously. TP filtering will improve 

the location error by eliminating false threshold triggering caused by premature 

triggering and inaccurate arrival time measurement, usually experienced by TOA 

source location. Due to those reasons, triple point filtering can be considered as a more 

reliable source location method than TOA.  

 

However, the triple point filtering method also has some drawbacks. It is clearly shown 

in Fig. 5 and Table 1 that the accuracy of triple point filtering location method is lower 

than DeltaT and WTML method. The possible reason for measurement error of triple 

point filtering method is attenuation. The triple point occurs at a higher frequency; 

therefore the AE signal is more highly attenuated at this point. Furthermore, since this 

method is also working on first threshold triggering principal, the attenuation will delay 

the detection triggering time. Time delay between the first arrival and first threshold 

crossing then contributed to the source location measurement error. 

 

Furthermore, the location result as presented in Figure 5 also shows that the source to 

sensor distance determined by WTML method is more accurate than TOA and triple 

point filtering methods. The possible reason for higher accuracy achieved by WTML 

method is that the calculation of temporal separation does not involve the time delay 

from first arrival and first threshold crossing.  The capabilities of WT analysis for 

presenting the AE signal in the time frequency domain also improved the location 

measurement error of SSML method by clearly discriminating the arrival of A0 from 

other wave components. 

 

The accuracy of WTML location result is also comparable with DeltaT method as 

shown in Table 1. However, WTML can be considered as easier and more reliable 

method as sensors can be moved unlike DeltaT. There is also no need for a grid and H-

N source for training data for initial location mapping. Further more, the standard 

deviation of WTML is better than delta method which suggests that this method 

provides a more precise result compared with other source location approaches. 

Furthermore, the results suggest that a single sensor WTML analysis can be used to 

monitor the crack growth from fatigue at known locations in nuclear piping system.  
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8. Conclusions 

 

In this study, the novel WTML method was successfully developed for more accurate 

AE source location. This method is developed based on wavelet transform analysis and 

modal location theory. 

 

It is found that the WTML methodology yields more accurate source location 

measurements than TOA and triple point filtering methods because the source location 

calculation does not involve a time delay from first arrival and first threshold crossing 

of AE triggering system. WTML method improves the location error by eliminating 

false threshold triggering by premature triggering and inaccurate arrival time 

measurement usually experienced by TOA source location. 

 

The accuracy of the WTML methodology is better than SSMAL. WTML method 

improves the temporal separation measurement error by eliminating inaccurate arrival 

time measurement of A0 mode by discriminating other wavemode components by 

utilising time frequency analysis of wavelet transform.  

 

The source location accuracy achieved by WTML is comparable with deltaT location 

method. However, WTML could be considered as more reliable and an easier source 

location methodology than DeltaT since no test grid and H-N source for training data is 

needed. Therefore, this method could be considered as the best candidate for source 

location methodology to be utilised for the fatigue crack length measurement in nuclear 

power plant piping system. Further work aims to validate the workability of this 

method for detection of actual crack growth in cracked plate. 
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